The notion of magnitude limits is formalized as a compromise between incompleteness and spurious detections. The best possible detection performance for given signal-to-noise is then computed for di erent point spread functions and pixel sizes. The resulting theoretical magnitude limits are much shallower than simple 3 arguments would predict (and the reason for this is explained), but are (as expected) somewhat deeper than magnitude limits achieved in practice.
INTRODUCTION
Magnitude limits for surveys are, in practice, empirical numbers derived from experience of how deep some detection procedure can be pushed before it starts nding too many spurious sources. It would be interesting to also have theoretical magnitude limits|some measure of the best possible detection e ciency under given conditions. Theoretical limits would naturally involve some idealizations, and hence would not replace the empirical ones, but they would have other uses. Firstly, they may explain empirical observations like \5 detections are almost certainly genuine, 2:5 detections are almost certainly spurious". Secondly, they should give us a good idea of what to expect for the empirical limits: if the empirical limits are much poorer, we should suspect some as unrecognized systematic e ects; if the empirical limits are better, it may be a warning about over-optimism in the detection algorithms. Thirdly, theoretical calculations can tell us at the design stage about the how magnitude limits will be a ected by the point spread function or by the pixel size.
First, we should note that the answer is not trivial. One's rst reaction might be to measure the signal-to-noise within the seeing disk for a putative source, and thence compute the detection signi cance. Assuming Gaussian noise, S=N 3 will arise by chance once in about 300 cases. If we are examining certain precise predetermined locations (e.g., looking for optical counterparts of radio sources) then all is well with such 3 detections. If, however, we are searching a eld, then we have to consider the number of possible seeing disks in the eld. For example, a 1 m di raction limited telescope observing in V has an Airy disk of area ' 0:01 arcsec 2 , therefore a square eld of side 10 arcsec will throw up ' 30 formally 3 spurious detections; clearly, this will not do. The empirical solution is to raise the threshold for an acceptable detection; from the above arguments, the appropriate -level will depend on the size of the eld. This is reasonable, but the interpretation of the signi cance is lost. This paper supplies a more suitable formulation of detection signi cance, for the simplest case of point sources in an uncrowded eld, observed with a telescope with known point spread function (PSF) and a detector having perfectly Gaussian noise. This does not involve 2 or some other statistic, but deals directly with probabilities for the presence or absence of a source in a part of an image. If the probability for some source exceeds some chosen threshold, that detection is accepted. As with any signi cance threshold, the higher it is set, the less complete the detected sample will be, but the fewer spurious detections it will contain. This reminds us that a magnitude limit is dictated not just by the data, but partly by the observer's choice of a sensible compromise between completeness and spurious detections, and part of the contribution of this paper is to make the range of possible compromises explicit. The signi cance threshold is easily interpreted as the number of spurious detections per unit eld area considered tolerable; taken together with the source brightness, the threshold determines the completeness.
Practical image analysis programs have to deal with many more issues than this paper considers, and in particular with crowded elds. These issues are discussed in papers describing well-known software packages, such as Buonanno et al., (1983) on ROMAPHOT, Stetsin (1987) on DAOPHOT, and Schechter et al., (1993) on DoPHOT. The formal analysis in the present paper in principle be incorporated into image analysis algorithms, but is not really suitable because it would need to be generalized to crowded elds, and besides it may be computationally too expensive. The results below are intended only for comparison with those from practical image analysis software.
A DETECTION CRITERION
Suppose we have observed a eld which (we happen to know) contains only uncrowded point sources, using a telescope with known PSF and a pixellated detector. Assume further that all noise sources (sky, readout and so on) are Gaussian and well measured. We now take some window in that eld and ask: Is there a source anywhere in that window?
One way of expressing an answer to the above question is to compute a posterior probability for there being at least one source, given the data|in the usual notation for conditional probabilities: 1 P(S jD);
( 1) where S stands for \(at least one) source" (below, S will denote \no source",) and D for the data. To compute P(S jD) we have to express it in terms of P(DjS) and P(Dj S)|the likelihoods given source or no source:
(2) Our knowledge of the PSF and noise statistics lets us compute P(DjS) and P(Dj S). We are interested in cases for which P(S j D) is very close to unity (signi cant detections); these occur when P(DjS) P(Dj S) 1:
Suppose that there were a source of intensity I at position x; y. Writing f i (x; y) for pixellated PSF, the i-th pixel will receive ux If i (x; y). If the i-th pixel has a (known) noise variance i and actually gathers a count of N i , then P(DjS; I; x; y) / exp ? (5) The same proportionality factor involving and i appears in both cases.
We now have to eliminate the dependence on I; x; y. That is to say, we are searching for sources not of speci ed brightness and position, but having any values of I; x; y. (Once we have con dently detected a source, we can always go back and measure these parameters 1 For a beautiful exposition of the relevant probability theory, see Chapter I of Je reys (1961). for it.) To compute P(D j S) we have to allow for all values of brightness and position; by the OR rule for probabilities this means we have to integrate over I; x; y with suitable weights. The weights express prior probabilities, or information we have before observing.
We take x; y as having uniform weights over the window and I as having uniform weights over all values. (It would be more appropriate to set the weight of I to the luminosity function, if known, otherwise to uniform weight in log I, but the di erences would be small.) The integral over I can be done exactly, giving us: 
withÑ denoting counts from just noise. We can choose some constant A and consider detections signi cant for which F(N) > AR:
Note that A has dimensions of area; it will be of order the eld area per spurious detection.
In the following, we will refer to A ?1 as the spurious detection rate.
This section illustrates how the relationship between completeness and the spurious detection rate depends on the magnitudes, the pixellation of the detector, and the PSF. Let us de ne a notional seeing disk as the smallest circle containing 84% of the light| for a di raction limited circular aperture this corresponds to the Airy disk. Let us then de ne the signal-to-noise as the ratio of true object light to noise level within the seeing disk: 2 S=N 0:84 n obj T p (s pix =r sd ) p n sky=pix p T + hreadout and other termsi ;
where s pix is the pixel size, r sd the radius of the notional seeing disk (i.e., the 84% ux radius), n obj the total count rate from the object, n sky=pix the count rate per pixel from the sky and T the exposure time. 
and n obj = 1=sec corresponds to ' 24:7 mag. The WFPC2 manual gives 28.0 mag for S=N = 3 in 3000 sec in V , while our approximation (11) 
(ii) a Gaussian, a e ?ar 2 ; a = 1:819;
(iii) and a so-called Mo att-20, a 2 1 (r 2 + a 2 ) 2 ; a = 0:4400:
(These are normalized to have unit total ux and r sd = 1.) I computed an ensemble of F(N) with a source of xed brightness but varying location and di erent noise realizations, integrating over a window of size several times the seeing disk. I computed R in similar fashion, but omitting the source and dividing by the window area. The ratio of R to the q-th percentile value of F(n) is the spurious detection rate for q% con dence at the relevant S=N. For each S=N I repeated the process a few times to estimate the Monte-Carlo errors in the computation. I then looped over a range of S=N, with two di erent pixel sizes, and nally tted smooth curves through the points. Programs are available on request. in V . The most striking feature of the gures is that at S=N = 3 the spurious detection rates are as high as 10 ?4 {10 ?3 , in units of r 2 sd . (But recall the remarks in Section 1 about spurious 3 detections, predicting for their rate ' 10 ?3 in these units.) It is interesting that for a given completeness, the spurious rate falls only slowly at rst; also that for a low enough S=N the smaller pixellation actually do somewhat worse, but as expected smaller pixellations are increasingly preferable with higher S=N.
The desired completeness and the acceptable spurious detection rate will of course depend on context. Also, the completeness for a population will be a weighted average involving the luminosity function (since for any threshold A the completeness will vary with luminosity). However, it is noteworthy that for a reasonable sounding completeness of 95% with spurious detection rate of 10 ?6 , the S=N needs to be 6{7.
In real surveys, observers generally estimate completeness as a function of magnitude| see, for example, Fig. 4 in Harris et al., (1991) |but the spurious detection rate is much more uncertain. However, with this caveat, here is some comparison with two recent surveys.
(i) Stappers et al. (1995) Since the analysis deals explicitly with probabilities for the presence/absence of sources,
given an image, it should indicate the best possible detection e ciency with given S=N, PSF, and pixel size.
The main result is that the S=N levels required are considerably greater than one would expect from simple 3 signi cance arguments|a point well known empirically. If, for instance, 1 spurious detection per 10 6 seeing disks worth of eld can be tolerated, a S=N of 4{5 is required for 68% completeness and, 6{7 for 95% completeness.
Smaller pixel sizes perform better, though not enormously better: for the Hubble Space Telescope observing in V , for tolerances as above, in the absence of readout and discretization noise the PC2 would have gone ' 0:3 mag deeper than the WFC2, but in real life the advantage is unfortunately lost.
The detection e ciency is surprisingly insensitive to to the shape of the PSF. In a test, even analyzing a Gaussian PSF as if were a Mo att-20 (but using the correct 84%-ux radius) did no harm discernable under Monte-Carlo noise. This result suggests that when making seeing corrections one can get away with quite crude PSF models.
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